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ABSTRACT
Security-typed languages provide information-flow security
guarantees to programs which compile successfully, ensuring
that when run, protected data does not leak. However, when
a program fails to compile, the reason for the error is often
unclear as reasoning about the information flows involved
can be quite subtle. We present a general model for blame
that answers queries regarding the potential sources of an
error in a security-typed program. We prove that the model
enables the retrieval of a minimal set of constraints that
contributed to the error. We then apply this framework to
the problem of retrofitting possibly-insecure Java programs
into information-flow secure programs. We find that the use
of our blame model improves error resolution and enables
reasoning over possible resolutions at the code-level.

1. INTRODUCTION
For many years now, the security community has been en-
couraging developers to write programs with security re-
quirements in mind. Despite an increase in awareness, pro-
grammers still find it difficult to prevent even the most ba-
sic vulnerabilities. For example, it has been impractical for
programmers to write code that is free of buffer overflows,
a vulnerability that has been well-understood for over 30
years [13]. As a result, we believe that it is necessary to
develop concrete approaches and supporting tools that are
effective in guiding programmers to build programs that en-
force their security requirements.

A recent advance for writing programs that enforce infor-
mation flow secrecy guarantees is an approach based on
security-typed languages [18, 17, 19] (STLs). Such languages
use an extended type system to describe the security re-
quirements of program data, such that its STL compiler can
automatically check each program’s correctness against an
information flow policy. It is the programmers’ task to spec-
ify the annotations and the information flow policy of each
program. STLs can improve security, but they do require
non-trivial effort on the part of the programmer [1, 9, ?].

If STLs are to make an impact on the programming com-
munity at large, there must be a practical development ap-
proach, and importantly, a transition plan for the conver-
sion of legacy code to STL implementations. Thus far, STL
programs have been developed by experts in the STL tech-
nology, starting from scratch [9, 1]. Such an approach is
not a scalable way to create information flow secure code,

however. We see that secure systems require a large number
of programs to be information flow secure. For example, a
recent study of SELinux/MLS found that over 30 system
services are trusted to be information flow secure [11], and
this does not even include server and client applications. For
this number of applications, it would be better to have a de-
velopment approach that supports conversion as well as new
development.

To write information flow secure code, programmers must
define an information flow policy and map the code to that
policy by labeling variables and input/output channels. Such
labeling can lead to complex debugging tasks. Any individ-
ual program path may lead to an illegal information flow.
Further, loops, conditionals, and exception handling create
other implicit flow [5] paths that can also leak information.
The number of possible programs paths means that deduc-
ing the source of an error can be daunting.

The blame problem is to identify the possible sources of an
error in a program. In STLs, legal operations are limited by
constraints (e.g., only certain principals can read a value), so
an error is a constraint violation. Thus, blame in STLs is to
identify the set of constraints that may contribute to an er-
ror. If we can resolve one of these constraints, we can fix an
error. At present, blame reporting is insufficient. For exam-
ple, the Java information flow (Jif) [18] STL specifies blame
only by referring to the specific constraint where an error
was detected. As paths determine the state of constraints,
solely examining the final constraint often does indicate the
most likely resolution. Further, we find that Jif has other re-
strictions that impede the effectiveness of computing blame.
If programming in STLs is to become practical, effective
blame is required.

In this paper, we focus on developing a more effective model
to identify blame for programming errors in STL programs.
Our key insight to enable “better blame” is to leverage the
constraint solver to build a model for locating and resolving
errors. We find that the solver has all the information nec-
essary to build a model of blame that will guide us to the
exact set of constraints that any particular error depends
upon. This paper makes the following three contributions:
(1) we build a blame dependency graph of constraints that
enables queries to retrieve the slice of the graph that con-
tributes to a violation; (2) we extend the Jif version of the
solver to enable construction of a complete and minimal de-
pendency graph, where all possible contributing constraints
are captured in the graph and no others; and (3) we demon-
strate how to use the dependency graph to identify possible
options into how and where to resolve errors. We find that
our blame model reduces each error to a small number of
constraints (≤ 10) for modest sized code, such that error
resolution becomes straightforward.

The remainder of the paper is as follows. Section 2 outlines



the challenges in building programs using STLs, particu-
larly in converting existing Java code to Jif. These chal-
lenge motivate us to examine the constraint solver internals
to provide a better understanding of blame. The formal
background for the Jif solver is detailed in Section 3. In
Section ??, we develop our blame dependency graph, the
model upon which reasoning about blame will be performed.
In Section 6, we demonstrate how to use the model to resolve
programming errors when we try to convert a Java program
to a Jif version. More.

2. PROBLEMS WITH CURRENT BLAME
We now outline the current issues with blame in security-
typed languages; specifically, we investigate Jif [18], an ex-
tension of JFlow [17]. We first give some background on
how Jif verifies information-flow security in program code.

To determine whether code contains an illegal flow, Jif gen-
erates constraints that represent the code’s information flows.
For example, the assignment v = e generates the constraint
L2 ≤ L1, where L1 is the security level of v and L2 is the
security level of e. This requires the security level of the ex-
pression e to be lower than the security level of the variable
v. If the security level of e is not known, a security variable
βe is introduced and the constraint βe ≤ L1 is added to the
constraint set.

Once the set of constraints has been generated, Jif runs a
solver over it, which generates an assignment of variables to
security levels such that every constraint is satisfied. If no
such assignment exists, the solver reports the first constraint
which it could not satisfy. Jif then highlights the line in the
program which generated the unsatisfiable constraint and
reports an error to the user. The constraint generation and
solving process is together called label checking.

2.1 Issues with Error Reporting
We now show a sample program and why this simple ap-
proach to blame does not adequately capture the cause of
an error. We then describe our process for determining bet-
ter blame for information-flow errors.

In Mastermind, the codemaker generates a ordered se-
quence of colors, while the codebreaker attempts to guess
that code, with the codemaker giving feedback about whether
the codebreaker has guessed the right colors in the right po-
sitions, the colors in the wrong position, or all the wrong
colors. For example, if the code is Red, Blue, Green, Red
and the codebreaker guesses Blue, Blue, Yellow, Green, then
codebreaker gives the feedback: “one color is in the right po-
sition, and one color is in the wrong position”. The version
that we implement allows the length of the code to be any
positive number. To make things fair, we require the code-
maker to provide the length of the code to the codebreaker
so that the codebreaker can make a guess that makes sense;
if the codebreaker provides a guesses with the wrong number
of colors, the codemaker returns null.

Figure 1 shows example code from a programming imple-
mentation of Mastermind, which will be given in full later
in the paper. The principal Bob owns a code1 and Alice

1Jif uses two labels to specify the label on the array and the

int{Bob:}[]{Bob:} code;

int{Alice:}[]{Alice:} guess;

int{Alice:}[]{Alice:} returnArray;

if (guess.length == code.length) {

for(int j = 0; j < guess.length; ++j) {
int guessResult = getGuessResult(...);

returnArray[j] = guessResult;

}
}

Figure 1: Sample code from the Mastermind appli-
cation

submits a guess. The function getGuessResult returns how
correct a specific color within Alice’s guess is. This feedback
is stored inside returnArray. This code is not information-
flow secure because there is an implicit flow from Bob to Al-
ice; if Alice watches the returnArray, she can see whether
or not their guess had the same length as the code2.

Jif would report this information flow by highlighting
returnArray[j] = guessResult and saying that the right-
hand side of the assignment is more restrictive than
the left-hand side of the assignment; the constraint
{Alice: ; Bob: } <= {Alice:} could not be satisfied be-
cause the program counter (PC), used to track implicit flows,
was at {Alice: ; Bob:} at the assignment. While Jif pro-
vides a thorough explanation for why this constraint was
generated and what the various labels in it mean, it does
not attempt to explain why the program counters or vari-
ables in the failing constraint were raised so high. While, the
actual cause of this information flow violation is the implicit
flow from code.length to returnArray, there is nothing in
this error message to reveal at which point in the code (and
thus why) the program counter was raised.

We claim that for a solver’s error message to be satisfactory,
it must be complete: everything that caused a constraint to
fail must be returned in a form that can be understood. This
involves showing how each element of the program lead to
an illegal flow. In the previous example, we should highlight
that the program counter is raised at the if statement be-
cause code.length is a field access on an array of security
level {Bob:}.

2.2 Issues from Compositionality
Jif requires programmer to explicitly label the security argu-
ments and side effects caused by their procedures. This al-
lows the compiler to label check methods individually, with-
out performing whole-program analysis. However, this in-
troduces difficulties with assessing blame in methods. For
example, if a procedure p writes its argument out to Public,
then its argument must be explicitly labeled as Public. If a
procedure q calls p with an argument of Alice data, then the
security conflict is detected at the call site within q, rather
than at the actual spot of the violation (where the data is

label on the elements within the array.
2For now, we ignore the implicit flows that could possibly
result from runtime exceptions being thrown.



passed to Public).

However, if a procedure p has an argument that is incor-
rectly labeled, security conflicts will also result from calling
p with the correct arguments. Method labeling can thus
introduce errors which occur only because of incorrect la-
beling of procedures; these are not true security errors from
conflicts between system end-points, but instead conflicts
between how the code has been implemented and labeled.

2.3 Our Approach
We now detail the modifications which we make to the Jif
compiler to implement a better blame model. Implement-
ing this requires minor changes to each aspect of the label
checking procedure. A diagram summarizing our approach
is given in Figure 2.

• In order to detect interprocedural security errors
rather than labeling conflicts in Jif, we modify the
functional analysis of Jif to be context sensitive. Two
functions calling the same procedure p being gener-
ates two different constraint sets, dependency on each
of the arguments to p.

• To keep track of the contribution of implicit flows to
label constraints, we introduce program counter vari-
ables. When the program counter is changed, we create
a new label variable and mark it as having been gener-
ated by a specific line of code. These variables provide
a level of indirection to explain errors that result from
implicit flows.

• To better explain errors, we modify the solver to gen-
erate a blame dependency graph, which records which
constraint caused a variable to be raised during a run
of the solver.

• If the solver fails, we have an explaining algorithm
which determines all of the constraints which caused
that failure. The constraints reported by the explainer
are a minimal set of constraints which caused an error.

Although we modify the Jif compiler, our approach is gen-
eral enough to effectively determine blame in any security-
typed language using any type of interprocedural analysis.

3. SOLVER BACKGROUND
The first step in building our comprehensive blame model is
to open the constraint solver to extract the details that de-
fine blame. In this section, we provide a formal description
of the Jif constraint solver necessary to understand the con-
struction of the blame dependency graph, given in the next
section.

3.1 Rehof-Mogensen Constraint Solver
To perform constraint solving, Jif uses the Rehof-Mogensen
solver, a constraint solving algorithm used in many program
analysis problems [21]. To better explain illegal flows in pro-
gram code we must therefore better explain errors resulting
from the Rehof-Mogensen solver.
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Figure 2: Jif Type Checking Process: (1) a Jif pro-
gram is input to a constraint generator that deter-
mines the constraints represented by the principal
lattice and labeling; (2) a constraint solver deter-
mines whether the constraints can be solved; (3) if
not, we provide an explainer to deduce the reasons
for the failure. We extend the constraint generator
to build constraints useful for blame, a blame de-
pendency graph that represents all possible blames,
and the explainer to process the blame dependency
graph to compute blame.

Let P be a partially-ordered set (poset) and F be a finite
set of monotone functions f : P af → P where af ≥ 1 is
the arity of f . The pair Φ = (P, F ) is called a monotone
function problem or MFP. Given a MFP Φ, the set of Φ-
terms (denoted by TΦ) is given by the following grammar:

τ = α | L | f(τ1, · · · , τaf ) ,

where L ranges over constants in P , α is a variable, f ∈ F ,
and τ, τ1, · · · , τaf are Φ-terms. The set of all variables is

denoted by V.3 The set of variables occurring in a term
τ is denoted by Vars(τ). A constraint is of the form τ ≤
τ ′, where τ, τ ′ ∈ TΦ. A constraint set C is a finite set of
constraints over Φ.

Consider a constraint set C. A valuation ρ is a function from
var(C) to P . Given a valuation ρ, ρ(τ) is the value of the
term τ under ρ. A valuation ρ satisfies the constraint τ ≤ τ ′

iff ρ(τ) ≤ ρ(τ ′); we write this P, ρ |= τ ≤ τ ′. A valuation
ρ : V → P satisfies C iff ρ satisfies every constraint in the
set C. The set of all valuations that satisfy C is denoted by
sol(C), which is called the set of solutions to C. Given a
MFP Φ = (P, F ), the decision problem Φ-SAT is defined as
follows:

Given a constraint set C over Φ, determine
whether C is satisfiable.

For the rest of the paper, we assume that P is a lattice L
with bottom element ⊥. The join and meet operators for L
are denoted by t and u, respectively. Let Φ = (L, F ) be a
MFP. A constraint set C over Φ in which every inequality is
of the form τ ≤ A, with an atom on the right hand side, is
called definite. An atom is a variable (α or β) or a constant
L ∈ L. A definite set C = {τi ≤ Ai}i∈I can be written
as C = Cvar ∪ Ccnst where Cvar are constraints in C that
have a variable on the right-hand-side (rhs) and Ccnst are
constraints in C that have a constant on the rhs. The algo-
rithm for Φ-SAT where C is a definite set of constraints is

3We assume that V is a denumerably infinite set.



RMSolve(C)

1 ρ(β)← ⊥ for all β ∈ V
2 WL← {τ ≤ β | L, ρ 6|= τ ≤ β}
3 while WL is non-empty
4 τ ≤ β ← Pop(WL)
5 if L, ρ 6|= τ ≤ β
6 ρ(β)← ρ(β) t ρ(τ)
7 for each τ ′ ≤ α ∈ C with β ∈ Vars(τ ′)
8 WL←WL ∪ {τ ′ ≤ α}
9 for each τ ≤ L ∈ C

10 if L, ρ 6|= τ ≤ L
11 raise exception
12 return ρ

Figure 3: The Rehof-Mogensen constraint solver

shown in Figure 3. A detailed explanation for the algorithm
is given by Rehof and Mogensen [21].

3.2 Constraint Solving Example
Let C = {L1 ≤ β0, L2tβ0 ≤ β1, β0tβ1 ≤ β2}. When run on
C, the solver will construct a valuation ρ such that L, ρ |=
ρ(C). Initially, ρ(β) = ⊥ for all variables β. The solver
first considers L1 ≤ β0. Because currently β0 is mapped
to ⊥ under ρ, the solver sets ρ(β0) = L1. Next, the solver
considers L2 t β0 ≤ β1. Because ρ(β1) = ⊥, the solver
modifies ρ(β1) = L2 t ρ(β0) = L1 t L2. Finally, the solver
considers β0 t β1 ≤ β2; since ρ(β2) = ⊥, it sets ρ(β2) =
ρ(β0) t ρ(β1) = L1 t L2.

Suppose instead the constraint β0 t β1 ≤ β2 was considered
first. This would not result in modifying β2, since initially
all variables are mapped to ⊥. However, after either β0 or
β1 was modified, this constraint would be put back on the
worklist WL.

For the constraint set C′ = C ∪ {β2 ≤ L2}, the solver per-
forms as described above. However, after each constraint
of the form τ ≤ β is considered, it attempts to check that
β2 ≤ L2 holds under ρ. As the valuation we have con-
structed have ρ(β2) = L1 tL2 and L1 tL2 6≤ L2, the solver
reports an error.

4. BLAME IN THE SOLVER
In this section, we present a structure for assessing better
blame on the solver level. This is a first step towards the
blame model described in Section2. The dependency graph
is a back-end for failure explanation in the Rehof-Mogensen
solver that provides complete error explanations: if we re-
port a set of constraints X as having caused an error, then
each of those constraints X is responsible for the error and
X contains every constraint which contributed to the error.

4.1 The Blame Dependency Graph
As described in the previous section, the Rehof-Mogensen
solver is used to determine if a Jif program has any illegal
flows. In order to assign better blame to errors in security-
typed languages, we construct a blame dependency graph
during the run of the Rehof-Mogensen solver. The intuition
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Figure 4: Visualization of the dependency graph

behind the dependency graph is to keep a trace of which
constraint τ ≤ β caused the solver to raise the security level
of a variable β. If later the solver discovers that β has been
raised too high (perhaps the constraint β ≤ L fails), the
solver can blame τ ≤ β as the reason for this.

The blame dependency graph, hereafter referred to as the
dependency graph, supports two operations. The first is
Record(t, β, L, τ ≤ β), which records that the variable β
has been modified at time t to the label L because of the
constraint τ ≤ β. The second is FailureCause(τ ≤ L),
which returns the constraint τ ′ ≤ β after which τ ≤ L be-
came unsatisfiable under the valuation ρ constructed by the
solver.

We implement Record(t, β, L, τ ≤ β) by adding the tu-
ple (t, β, L, τ ≤ β) to a data structure, ordered by t. To
implement FailureCause(τ ≤ L), let ρi be the variable as-
signment the ith time that line 6 in Figure 4 is executed.
Under the initial variable assignment ρ0 we have ρ0(τ) ≤ L
(or τ is unsatisfiable). By tracing through the dependency
graph, we can find for the time j at which ρj(τ) ≤ L, but
ρj+1(τ) 6≤ L. The variable β changed at time j + 1 was
modified because of a constraint τ ′ ≤ β. FailureCause
returns the constraint τ ′ ≤ β; before considering it, τ ≤ L
was true, while afterwards it was not. This gives a concrete
explanation for solver failure: the constraint τ ≤ L fails be-
cause the variable β mentioned in τ was raised to a security
level above L.

A visualization of the dependency graph for the solver run
over constraint set C from Section 3.2 is given in Figure
4. Initially each of the variables β0, β1, β2 begin at ⊥. The
dependency graph indicates that that the constraint L1 ≤ β0

is responsible for raising β0 from ⊥ to L1. Next, it shows
that β1 was raised because of the constraint L2 t β0 ≤ β1.
Finally, it identifies that the constraint β0 t β1 ≤ β2 was
responsible for raising β2 to L1 t L2.

To populate the dependency graph during the run of the
RMSolve algorithm, after each execution of line 6 in the
original solving algorithm, we record that β was modified
from ρ(β) to ρ(β)tρ(τ) because of the equation τ ≤ β. The
modified solver algorithm is given in Figure 5. We explain
the implementation of RecursiveExplain, the procedures
used to explain errors, in the next subsection.



RMSolve-DependencyGraph(C)

1 ρ(β)← ⊥ for all β ∈ V
2 WL← {τ ≤ β | L, ρ 6|= τ ≤ β}
3 t← 0
4 while WL is non-empty
5 τ ≤ β ← Pop(WL)
6 if L, ρ 6|= τ ≤ β
7 ρ(β)← ρ(β) t ρ(τ)
8 Record(t, β, ρ(β) t ρ(τ), τ ≤ β)

9 t← t + 1
10 for each τ ′ ≤ α ∈ C with β ∈ Vars(τ ′)
11 WL←WL ∪ {τ ′ ≤ α}
12 for each τ ≤ L ∈ C
13 if L, ρ 6|= τ ≤ L
14 X ← RecursiveExplain(ρ(τ) ≤ L)

15 raise exception “Prune(τ 6≤ L) because X”
16 return ρ

RecursiveExplain(τ ≤ L)

1 if τ ≤ L is unsatisfiable
2 return ∅
3 else
4 τ ′ ≤ β ← FailureCause(τ ≤ L)
5 return {τ ′ ≤ β} ∪RecursiveExplain(τ ′ ≤ L)

Figure 5: The Rehof-Mogensen Solver extended
with error explanation

4.2 Reporting the Cause of an Error
We now describe the procedure for reporting a set of con-
straints which led to a failure using the dependency graph.
We have already have the procedure FailureCause which
describes, for a single constraint τ ≤ L, the constraint τ ′ ≤ β
which caused the first to fail. Though this is useful infor-
mation, it is only one piece of the much larger picture of the
error; it may not be obvious why τ ′ itself was raised above
L.

The function RecursiveExplain, given in Figure 5, recur-
sively explains a constraint τ ≤ L, returning every con-
straint which contributed to its failure. When τ ≤ L fails,
RecursiveExplain consults the dependency graph to see
why τ ≤ L has failed, getting an answer τ ′ ≤ β. Since τ ≤ L
failed because β was raised to ρ(τ ′), to why τ ′ was raised
that high, we ask the dependency graph what constraint was
to blame for τ ′ ≤ L failing. We continue in this way until
we attempt to explain an unsatisfiable constraint, which the
dependency graph cannot explain.

To concretely illustrate this procedure, we again revisit the
example from 3.2 by examining the blame set returned our
explanation algorithm for the unsatisfiable set C′. When run
on C′, the solver fails while it attempts to verify ρ(β2) ≤ L2.
Instead of reporting this constraint as the sole cause of the
violation, RecursiveExplain searches for the constraint
which first caused β2 ≤ L2 to fail. The constraint that
modified β2 to L1 t L2 is β0 t β1 ≤ β2. Next, we ask the
dependency graph why β0 t β1 ≤ L2 first failed: this con-

straint is L1 ≤ β0. Finally, we attempt to explain L1 ≤ L2,
which the dependency graph cannot explain. We then re-
port: “β2 6≤ L2 because {β0 t β1 ≤ β2, L1 ≤ β1}”. These
are all the constraints which caused β2 ≤ L2 to fail.

4.2.1 Broader Explanations
The recursive procedure described above only returns the
first constraint τ ′ ≤ β which caused τ ≤ L. We can
use the dependency graph to perform broader error report-
ing. If a satisfiable constraint τ ≤ L fails, then for some
{β0, . . . , βk} ∈ Vars(τ ′), we have ρ(βi) 6≤ L for 0 ≤ i ≤ k.
With the dependency graph, we can answer why each the
constraints βi ≤ L failed. This will identify why each vari-
able βi was raised above level L, giving possibly multiple
reasons why one constraint τ ′ ≤ L failed.

4.2.2 Pruning
If a constraint τ ≤ L fails, where L is a label and τ ≡
β0 t · · · t βl t L0 t · · ·Lm, we prune the label constraint
by removing from {β0, . . . , βl, L0, . . . , Lm} the variables and
labels that not do not contribute to the failure of the con-
straint. For example, if the constraint β1 tβ2 tL0 ≤ L fails
and ρ(β2) ≤ L, then we can reduce the failed constraint
to β1 t L0 ≤ L. Pruning is an orthogonal step to error
reporting: before presenting a constraint that failed to the
programmer, we should make sure the displayed constraint
contains only relevant information. We represent error con-
straint pruning by using the Prune function in Figure 5.

4.3 Completeness of Error Reporting
We now show that using our explanation algorithm in con-
junction with the dependency graph accurately identifies a
cause of an error without displaying useless constraints. In
the following, we assume that the security lattice L is fixed.

Definition 4.1 A set C of constraints is unsatisfiable if
there exists no ρ such that L, ρ |= C.

Error sets for a constraint τ ≤ L are groups of constraints
that, together with τ ≤ L are unsatisfiable. If our expla-
nation engine returns an error set, we can be sure that we
have included every constraint which lead to τ ≤ L failing.

Minimal error sets are a grouping of constraints that caused
τ ≤ L to fail. Every constraint in a minimal error set con-
tributed to the error, and there are no constraints that con-
tributed to the error not in the error set. Minimal error sets
are thus of great interest for error explanation; they are the
“best” explanation for a constraint failure that we can give.

Definition 4.2 Let C be a set of constraints and C ⊆ S.
We say X is an error set for a constraint τ ≤ L if X ∪
{τ ≤ β} is unsatisfiable. An error set is minimal if for any
X ′ ⊂ X, X ′ ∪ {τ ≤ β} is satisfiable.

The next theorem states that, if the constraint solver fails
on constraint c, then the recursive explanation algorithm
given above reports a minimal error set for c. This shows
the completeness of our error reporting technique.

Theorem 4.3 Let C be a set of constraints and let algo-
rithm RMSolve-DependencyGraph(C) fail on constraint



τ ≤ L, and let R be the set returned by RecursiveExplain.
Then R is a minimal error set for τ ≤ L.

Proof. The proof is given in the appendix.

The previous theorem shows that, if a constraint τ ≤ L fails
during the solving algorithm, then our recursive explanation
procedure returns a set X that contains all of the constraints
that contributed to the error and nothing else.

The dependency graph likely admits stronger results when
reporting more than one error than the previous formalism
yields. For example, if two constraints τ1 ≤ L1 and τ2 ≤ L2

fail with respective explanations X1 and X2, the dependency
graph can determine if these errors are related, possibly re-
lated, or unrelated by checking the intersection of X1 and
X2. For now, we report only one failed constraint to the
programmer at a time.

5. BLAME IN PROGRAM CODE
In this section, we use our blame algorithm to explain se-
curity errors in program code. The Rehof-Mogensen solver
with the dependency graph can give explanations for why
constraints failed, independent of determining errors in Jif
code. However, we still need to make sure the constraints
given to the solver allow us to effectively determine the cause
of errors in the code. To this end, we change the procedure
that Jif uses for constraint generating by making it context-
sensitive and introducing variables to stand for the labels of
the program counter and method arguments.

5.1 Context-Sensitive Label Checking
Jif requires programmers to annotate the security on ar-
guments to a method, as well as the side effects that the
method causes. For large code bases with incompletely-
specified information-flow requirements, this quickly be-
comes unmanageable. This additionally leads to a great
number of label conflicts, caused by the programmer mis-
labelling a method. The compositionality of Jif, while a
strength for simplifying program analysis, cuts off interpro-
cedural blame paths. If a procedure passes data through
several other functions before the data is passed to a con-
flicting output, Jif can only blame the output statement or
the procedure which called the output statement. It can-
not reconstruct the path of the conflicting data through the
system.

To focus on resolving actual security conflicts in code, we
modify the Jif engine to perform context-sensitive label
checking, similar to how Flow Caml treats function argu-
ments [?]. Procedures that are completely decorated with
labels on arguments and for the PC bound are assumed to
be API functions and checked normally. Otherwise, pro-
cedures without such a complete specification are inferred
using summary constraints, an adaptation of summary func-
tions, a standard tool in static analysis [23]. During label
checking, we assign each procedure a list of constraints that
must be satisfied by the arguments to the procedure for the
code to be information-flow secure.

During context-sensitive label checking, methods whose ar-
guments and PC bound are not given security labels are

assigned summary variables, which represent security labels
which are not known. If a procedure p has summary vari-
ables v1, . . . , vk and summary constraints Cp, then the call
of p with actual label arguments a1, . . . , ak generates the
summary constraints Cp[a1/v1, . . . , ak/vk], where a1/v1 rep-
resents the substitution of a1 for all instances of v1. We can
only label-check a procedure if its constraints have no sum-
mary variables.

In general, the summary constraints for a procedure p are
the constraints generated by non-call statements of that pro-
cedure (such as the assignment statement in the previous
example) together with the summary constraints for the
calls to other procedures. Because procedures may be recur-
sive or mutually recursive, we generate summary constraints
for each strongly-connected component of a program’s call-
graph.

Our analysis does not currently add label parameterization
to collections, streams, or network sockets. Improving our
static analysis is a topic for future work.

Theorem 5.1 Context-sensitive label checking takes time
at worst quadratic in the size of the original code.

Proof. We potentially have a number of methods pro-
portional to the size of the codebase, while each method
checked can potentially have constraints linear in size to the
entire code base. In the worst case, one method calls every
other method in the code).

We conjecture that if a program is determined to be
information-flow secure by our context-sensitive Jif engine,
there is a translation of that program to one in Jif that
is information-flow secure using their compositional analy-
sis. The translation would duplicate any procedure p that
is called by two procedures p1 and p2. There are also lan-
guages that support context-sensitive information-flow label
checking [20].

5.2 Reporting Better Program Errors in Code
In this section we detail modifications that we make to the
constraint generator to provide better blame mechanisms
in Jif code. There are some language-specific issues with
using just the dependency graph for blame in Jif. As we
have seen, the dependency graph is very good at tracing the
interactions between variables and why a label constraint of
the form τ ≤ L failed – assuming that such a constraint is
satisfiable in the first place.

The usual implementation of the program counter in Jif will
often generate unsatisfiable constraints in an implicit flow.
For example, if the current program counter at an assign-
ment to an {Alice:} variable is {Bob:}, then the constraint
{Bob:} tβdata ≤ {Alice:} is generated, where βdata is a
variable representing what we are actually storing inside the
{Alice:} level variable. This constraint cannot be satisfied
as Bob and Alice security are incomparable, and so it does
not matter what βdata is set to. Many implementations of
the Rehof-Mogensen solver (including the one provided by
the Jif engine) will detect an unsatisfiable constraint and fail
before even adjusting the bounds of any variables.



Unsatisfiable constraints of this type require extra work to
explain. In the above, the program counter is {Bob:}, but
Jif provides no facilities to explain why the program counter
has been set to this level. It could have been set by the
assignment occurring in the body of a conditional or after a
method call that throws an exception, but it is not obvious
which condition or which method call caused the program
counter to be raised.

5.2.1 Program Counter Variables
To better explain implicit flows with the dependency graph,
we introduce temporary variables indicating when the pro-
gram counter changed, called program counter variables.
These variables are a layer of indirection to keep track of pro-
gram counter changes inside the dependency graph. Each
variable has a link to the program code that caused the pro-
gram counter to be changed. For example, if the current
program counter is L and it is joined with Bob because of
an implicit flow, we create a new variable βpc and add the
explicit equality constraint βpc = L t Bob. Afterwards, the
program counter is set to βpc. If a constraint generated by
code with this PC fails, there is then a clear path back to
why and where the program counter was set.

5.2.2 Context-Sensitive Argument Variables
In our context-sensitive analysis, we keep track of the secu-
rity level of data as it passes method boundaries. If proce-
dure p takes an argument k, then the constraints for p will
involve the summary variable sum(k). If p is called with an
argument of security label {Alice:}, we substitute sum(k)

with {Alice:}. This can also generate unsatisfiable con-
straints if, for example, the data argument k is stored in a
variable of security level {Bob:}. To avoid these unsatisfi-
able constraints, we introduce argument variables, which are
a level of indirection for the actual arguments to methods
when performing whole-program analysis. In our example,
the constraints for p are unchanged and still contain the
summary variable sum(k). However, at the point where p
is used, a new variable βk@p is generated and explicitly set
equal to {Alice:}. We then substitute βk@p for sum(k) in
the constraint set for p.

There is a small cost associated with introducing these vari-
ables into our system. For most programs, we will add addi-
tional variables, roughly proportional to the number of lines
of code in a method. As the running-time of the Rehof-
Mogensen solver is linear, we believe this trade-off to be a
worthwhile one. We give some statistics of how many new
constraints are added to the solver in Section 7.

6. BLAME DURING RETROFITTING
We now use our blame algorithm to fix information-flow
errors in Java code. The programmer labels protected data
structures and our context-sensitive modification of the Jif
compiler detects security conflicts in the code. We describe
errors that result from this as well as the error messages
reported by our system.

6.1 Resolving Errors During Retrofitting
Figure 7 contains the full code for the Mastermind appli-
cation, introduced earlier in the paper. From the descrip-
tion of the game in Section 2, there should be three points

of declassification: revealing information as to how correct
the guess was, whether the length of the guess was correct
or not, and incrementing the number of guesses (which is
public information). Careful reading of the security descrip-
tion of a system is required to determine the declassification
points: they are often discovered when examining code and
attempting to fix its security violations.

A key difficulty in retrofitting even small examples is the in-
formation flows introduced by runtime exceptions. To avoid
these flows, Jif forces the programmer to explicitly throw or
catch runtime exceptions in her code. Without a detailed
program analysis4, the label-checker must assume that each
field access, method invocation, and array access can pos-
sibly throw an exception, causing following code to not be
executed. Because this causes an implicit flow, the program
counter is raised for lines after a possible exception.

Handling runtime exceptions. As mentioned above, run-
time exceptions much be explicitly handled by the Jif engine,
especially in code that contains multiple security levels. This
is currently the most tedious aspect of retrofitting, as almost
any method invocation or field access can potentially throw
a null pointer exception. Additionally, the dataflow analy-
ses performed by the Jif compiler currently cannot always
determine when a statement will not throw a runtime excep-
tion; for example, accessing an array with a counter inside
of a for loop bounded by the length of that array.

The blame model and explanations given in the previous
section, however, provide a good way to determine the ef-
fect of throwing runtime exceptions. For example, all run-
time exceptions can initially be thrown, tainting the pro-
gram counter for all following statements. Once a security
violation is detected, the cause can be isolated using the de-
pendency graph to implicit flow caused by a possibly-thrown
exception. To fix this, the programmer can then rewrite the
code into a try/catch block in such a way that the execu-
tion of later statements is not dependent on an exception
not being thrown5.

Resolving security errors. Once the information flows
from runtime exceptions have been resolved, we can now
examine the security errors in our code example. We high-
light the three errors that we encountered while retrofitting
the Java code, given in Figure 6. The security of variables is
indicated by a label variable; for example, in the first error
message, guessResult is a label variable which represents
the security level for the variable guessResult. Program
counter variables are variables which start with pc, with
subscripts beginning at 1 and increasing as the program
counter changes through code. Each variable has an link
to the position in the code which caused it to be created.

4Jif presently provides a limited null pointer analysis to re-
duce the number of NullPointerExceptions that need to be
handled.
5One possible change which could be made to our engine is
treating all runtime exceptions as being thrown, implicitly
tainting the program counter, but not requiring any explicit
handling outside of the usual security conflicts.



• Error 1: Implicit flow caused by assignment to returnArray inside conditional dependent on codeLength.

failed: {guessResult; pc26; returnArray; j} <= {Alice: } (line 25)
why: {guessLength; pc24} <= {returnArray} (line 24)

failed: {pc24} <= {Alice: }
why: {pc24} == {pc23; guessLength; codeLength; pc18} (line 18)

failed: {pc23; codeLength} <= {Alice: }
why: {Bob: ; pc18} <= {codeLength} (line 15)

• Error 2: Explicit and implicit flow caused by assignment of returnArray[j] to guessResult.

failed: {guessResult} <= {Alice: } (line 25)
why: {pc26; j; pc27; Alice: ; Bob: } <= {guessResult} (line 24)

• Error 3: Implicit flow caused by incrementing numGuesses inside conditional dependent on guessLength.

failed: {pc24} <= {} (line 27)
why: {pc24} == {pc23; guessLength; codeLength; pc18} (line 18)

failed: {pc23; guessLength; codeLength} <= {}
why: {pc20; Alice: ; pc19; pc18} <= {guessLength} (line 16)

Figure 6: Error Messages for the Mastermind Application

The explanations given begin with a constraint which failed
a recursively determined explanation why the constraint was
raised too high, as described in Section 4. The failed

lines represent the constraint which has failed, while the
why lines represent the explanation for why that constraint
failed, with a link to the program code, showing why the
explanation constraint was generated.

If the unmodified Jif compiler were to report the failures in
Figure 6, it would only report the first failed: line, with a
detailed explanation of why that constraint was generated
and what each component on each side of the label means.
Programmers get a better picture of the information flows
involved by seeing how other constraints contributed to a
failure, rather than explaining one constraint in great detail.
We now show how each of the error explanations form an
accurate picture of the security conflicts involved with the
code.

The first error encountered is when we attempt to store
guessResult into returnArray[j]; this is an assignment
of data into an {Alice:} array. However, this occurs within
the conditional which compares the length of the code to
the length of the guess. The error message presented indi-
cates that an information flow resulted from guessResult

being too high a label, which was caused by an implicit
flow, pc24, at the creation of guessResult. The reason that
pc24 was higher than {Alice:} is because pc24 depended
on pc23, the previous version of the program counter, which
was also too high. Finally, pc23 was set too high because
codeLength, a temporary variable representing the length of
the code array, had security label {Bob:}. As this is one of
the points of declassification that we identified previously,
we add a declassification statement to lower codeLength to
level {Alice:}.

The second error encountered is at the same line of code,
except this time it is because we are trying to store the infor-
mation about how correct the guess is into returnArray[j].
The error message is not lengthy; the constraint reported by

why is unsatisfiable, as it is generated by attempting to place
something with a security label of {Alice: ; Bob:} into an
array of security {Alice:}. As this is another point of de-
classification, we add a declassify statement to guessResult

where it is stored in the array. It would also be legal to put
the declassify statement around the result of the method or
the returned value of the method within getGuessResult.

One important note is that with our engine we cannot ex-
plain why {Bob:} appears on the left-hand side of the ex-
planation constraint – this is because we do not currently
use variables to represent the security of the value returned
from a method. We could use even more variables to isolate
this contribution in our constraints to provide even better
explanations.

The final security error we get is when we increment the
number of guesses. The error explanation that we get
for this is a trace of program counter variables, very sim-
ilar to the first error above. The first why: line indi-
cates that the variable pc24 is too high, while the sec-
ond why: line reveals that this variable is too high because
guessLength, which has security level {Alice:}, occurs in
the conditional. Adding a statement to declassify the pro-
gram counter around ++numGuesses fixes this error.

6.2 Conclusion
We have seen that at present, retrofitting is a cumbersome
task. The main burden is in refactoring the code to prevent
leaks from runtime exceptions. In finding these leaks and in
security errors from interacting data, our expanded blame
algorithm is helpful in highlighting exactly which constraints
and their position in the code caused the solver to fail. Once
the error is explained to the programmer, they can deter-
mine where to add the declassification statement based on
the system’s security requirements. Retrofitting a program
can also reveal information flows that were not present in
the initial security description of the system.



1 int{Bob:}[]{Bob:} code; // bob’s secret code
2 int{} numGuesses = 0; // the number of guesses Alice has made, public knowledge
3
4 // some enums to specify the response to Alice’s guess
5 static final int NOT_CORRECT = 0;
6 static final int CORRECT_COLOR = 1;
7 static final int CORRECT_COLOR_AND_POSITION = 2;
8
9 // guessing takes a guess which is Alice’s, returns a guess which is also

10 // Alice’s, and reveals information to public (the number of guesses will increase)
11 public int{Alice:}[]{Alice:} guess{}(int{Alice:}[]{Alice:} aliceGuess) {
12 // return an array to Alice with information on Alice’s guesses
13
14 int{Alice:}[]{Alice:} returnArray = null;
15 int codeLength = code.length;
16 int guessLength = aliceGuess.length;
17
18 if (guessLength == codeLength) {
19 // alice better guess something with the same length as the code!
20 returnArray = new int[guessLength];
21
22 for(int j = 0; j < codeLength; ++j) {
23 // for each element, see if Alice guessed the right color and/or position
24 int guessResult = getGuessResult(aliceGuess, code[j], j);
25 returnArray[j] = guessResult;
26 }
27 ++numGuesses;
28 }
29 return returnArray;
30 }
31
32 public int getGuessResult(int[] guess, int correctColor, int position) {
33 if (guess[position] == correctColor) {
34 return CORRECT_COLOR_AND_POSITION;
35 }
36 else {
37 // see if the guess has ’correctColor’ somewhere in it
38 for(int i = 0; i < code.length; ++i) {
39 if (guess[i] == correctColor) {
40 return CORRECT_COLOR;
41 }
42 }
43 return NOT_CORRECT;
44 }
45 }

Figure 7: Java Code for a Mastermind Application



Added
Name LOC Constraints PC Vars Arg Vars
Mastermind 65 56 30 5
Exam Room 207 174 77 28
MM Error 3 1 1 0
MM Error 2 1 0 0
MM Error 3 2 1 0
ER Error 1 10 9 0
ER Error 2 4 1 1

Figure 8: Statistics for Some Errors Encountered
During Retrofitting

7. DISCUSSION
We now give some brief comments about the tractability
of using the dependency graph for blame in context sensi-
tive analysis and Jif. The dependency graph itself simply
requires keeping a log of the actions that the solver takes.
Because the Rehof-Mogensen solver is a linear-time solver,
the dependency graph will also be linear in size. However,
the size of dependency graph is tied to the number of steps
that solver executes and so it does not make sense to speak
about “the dependency graph for a program”, only “the de-
pendency graph for an individual run of the solver”.

In Figure 8, we present the result of our retrofitting exam-
ples. In addition to Mastermind, a small example with one
file and 40 lines of code, we have also retrofitted an im-
plementation of the Exam Room application[22], a system
with several files and approximately 200 lines of code. The
fourth and fifth columns highlight the contribution of pro-
gram counter and argument variables to the solver; as previ-
ously claimed, we add a number of constraints proportional
to the size of the actual program.

Below the statistics for the constraints being solved, we show
the slice of the dependency graph which is returned by our
error reporting mechanisms. MM Error 1, MM Error 2, and
MM Error 3. The two errors displayed for the exam room
are as follows: ER Error 1 represents a PC violation from an
uncaught exception, while ER Error 2 represents an illegal
assignment across method boundaries. Even for larger code-
bases containing more far-reaching errors, the explanations
are still relatively small. The extra information contained
in the dependency graph is invaluable in explaining errors
in a larger codebase. More work remains to be done on
challenges in retrofitting larger code systems, however.

8. RELATED WORK
In this section we detail some related work in explaining type
errors and retrofitting that we have not previously covered.

8.1 Explaining Type Errors
There is a large amount of work towards explaining the cause
of type inference errors in ML-like languages. Our work fol-
lows a common theme of adding information to the compiler
in order to produce better error messages [25, 2, 3]. We add
extra information to the compiler in the form of a depen-
dency graph and program counter variables so that we can
better keep track of errors in programs in security-typed
languages.

Other error reporting systems suggest fixes to the program-
mer, with the philosophy being that the programmer has
written a program that almost types correctly [12]. Recent
work explicitly casts this as a search problem [15, 14]. While
this results in very friendly error messages, it is unclear how
safe such reports would be in programming security-typed
languages. Unlike an untypeable ML expression, a program
in a security-typed language that contains an illegal flow has
a semantic meaning, one that may have a number of solu-
tions. Our ability to suggest fixes for security errors is also
limited by there often not being a declassifier-free solution to
a security violation. A suggestion-oriented error reporter for
security-typed languages would have to have domain knowl-
edge as well as programmer assistance to suggest fixes that
preserve the intended semantics of the insecure code. Blindly
adding declassifiers at the site of security conflicts may re-
solve label-checking errors, but at the cost of overall system
security.

Deng and Smith present a method for security error expla-
nations in a simple language featuring while loops and ar-
rays [4]. Instead of generating constraints for information-
flows, they use their own a solver algorithm that checks
the security of code in place. They record the histories of
which variables influenced the modification of another vari-
able. When a program fails to type, the history of all of the
variables that were involved in determining the type of the
broken expression is recursively reported. While this can
give decent error messages in practice, such explanations
may not be minimal. Additionally, since their approach is
language-specific, modifying and expanding their language
requires expanding and modifying their solver algorithm. In
our work, the dependency graph serves as our foundation for
a language-agnostic blame framework for systems using the
Rehof-Mogensen algorithm.

Recent work on security-typed language development has
produced Jifclipse, a Jif IDE written in Eclipse [9, 10]. Jif-
clipse provides several mechanisms to reveal the information
hidden by the compiler through the Constraints View, but
sorting through the information and determining what is
responsible for an error is up to the programmer.

8.2 Other Security-Typed Language Features
Run-time principals are principals that are not known at
compile-time [24, 26]. For example, a system might allow
either Alice or Bob to log on and would grant different per-
missions based on the logged-in user. We believe retrofitting
systems for runtime principals to be orthogonal to the prob-
lems presented here. Whatever concepts from security-typed
languages that we add to Java code, the expanded blame
model for determining the cause of security conflicts is pri-
marily important. The difficulty in retrofitting code to in-
clude run-time principals is that systems that would use
runtime principals likely already include their own mech-
anisms to simulate the run-time principals; for example,
a reference monitor that controls access to protected re-
sources. Conversely, systems not written in a security-typed
language will most likely not include their own mechanisms
for information-flow control.

9. CONCLUSION



In this paper we have presented a better blame algorithm
for the Rehof-Mogensen solver and discussed its application
to improving blame in security-typed languages. Once an
error has been reported to the programmer in a satisfactory
way, we offer a number of solutions for resolving security
conflicts. While the examples we present are in fixing Jif
and Jif-like code, the techniques are general for all security-
typed languages.
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APPENDIX
A. APPENDIX
We give the proof of Theorem 4.3 here.

Proof. Let c ≡ τ ≤ L. We show by induction that R is
an minimal error set for c. If R = ∅, then c is unsatisfiable
and so by definition, ∅ is an error set for c. Clearly ∅ is
minimal.

If R is non-empty, then R = {τ ′ ≤ β} ∪ R0, where τ ′ ≤
β is the return result from FailureConstraint(τ ≤ L)
and R0 is returned from RecursiveExplain(τ ′ ≤ L). By
induction, R0 is an error set for τ ′ ≤ L and so R0∪{τ ′ ≤ L}
is unsatisfiable.

Let ρj be the valuation before considering τ ′ ≤ β and ρj+1

be the valuation immediately afterwards. Because τ ′ ≤ β is
the first point of failure for τ ≤ L, β must be in Vars(τ).
Therefore the set R0 ∪ {τ ′ ≤ β} ∪ {τ ≤ L} must also be
unsatisfiable, and so R is an error set for c.

We claim that R is a minimal error set for τ ≤ L. This will
conclude our proof.

Proof of claim: Suppose R is not a minimal error set
for τ ≤ L; therefore, there is a constraint c′ ∈ R such that
(R\{c′})∪{τ ≤ L} is unsatisfiable. We show a contradiction.

If c′ ∈ R0, then (R0 \ {c′}) ∪ {τ ′ ≤ β} ∪ {τ ≤ L} is unsatis-
fiable. However, from this we have (R0 \ {c′}) ∪ {τ ′ ≤ L} is
unsatisfiable, contradicting the minimality of R0.

Otherwise, c′ = τ ′ ≤ β, so R0 ∪ {τ ≤ L} is unsatisfiable.
Therefore, there must be some other constraint τ0 ≤ α ∈ R0

with α ∈ Vars(τ) that caused τ ≤ L to fail. We show that
such a constraint cannot exist by examining exactly when
τ0 ≤ α caused τ ≤ L to fail.

At the time that τ ≤ L fails, τ ′ ≤ β has just been considered.
Because τ ≤ L has just failed, the constraint τ ′ ≤ L must
already have failed. Since τ ′ ≤ β was the first constraint
that caused τ ≤ L to fail, we know that τ0 ≤ α must have
caused τ ≤ L to fail after τ ′ ≤ β. However, as τ0 ≤ α was
a member of a minimal error set for τ ′ ≤ L, it cannot have
caused τ ≤ L to fail after τ ′ ≤ β. This is a contradiction,
and no such τ0 ≤ α therefore exists.


